They are also surrounded by siddhas and celestial damsels intent on listening
to the Lilas of Sri Devi Lalita.
VII           VATIKA
(between silver and gold prakaras)
Filled with Kadamba trees the Kadamba Vatika is under the protection of the
Lord of Winter SISIRA RTU with his two wives Tapasri and Tapasyasri; the entire
enclosure is cool and breezy, and there resides Syamala Devi of cool body with her
anga devata Laghu Syamala.
Mahasiddhaganas ever reside in this enclosure bounded by walls of silver
and gold, ever singing praises of Sri Devi Lalita and rejoicing in great bliss.
AGASTHYA: Oh Gandharva vadhana! Thou hast related to me the seven types
of metal enclosures, containing different varieties of gardens and their rulers as
well. I have also heard from Thee, in the case of the initial outer garden of all
varieties of trees of all seasons, of how Mahakala reigns there and of the four-fold
Chakra therein, including the names of the several Saktis occuppying the different
tiers of the Chakra surrounding Mahakala. I have not yet heard from thee regarding
the Chakras existing in the other six enclosures beginning with Kalpaka Vatika and
the names of the several Saktis residing therein. 0 knower of all things! kindly
enlighten me on these details also.
HAYAGRIVA: Listen Oh Chief of Munis ! I have already described Kala-Chakra
to you. I shall now tell you of VASANTA CHAKRA. In the Kalpaka-vatika is the
Vasanta Chakra of seven avaranas consisting of Bindu, surrounded by
1. Pentagon
2. Triangle
3. 8 Retailed lotus
4. 16 Retailed lotus
5. 10 Retailed lotus
6.10 Retailed lotus again and
7. 4 sided square
Lord Vasanta of great tejas dwells at the central Bindu of this Chakra, with both
Madhusri and Madhavasri seated on his lap and in his embrace. With two of his
four hands he is lovingly caressing his two ladies and in the other two hands he is
holding a vessel of blissful wine made from flowers, and a lump of shuddhi. (The
wives should be imagined as sitting on his thighs; while in the case of the Lords of
the other four seasons the wives should be seen as sitting along side or nearby).
I shall now give you the names of the Saktis in the Vasanta Chakra. There are
fifteen Devis, their names starting with Madhusukia as prefix and ending with the
tidhis of the sukia paksha. There are thus fifteen Devis again with the prefix
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